HUG & GO ZONE
Please pull forward, drop off your child at the sidewalk and continue on. DO NOT PARK ALONG THE SIDEWALK.

To alleviate traffic backups and ensure student safety around Turner, there have been changes to the traffic flow for drop-off and pick-up times.

Please be aware that there are significant changes at the intersection of 9th St. and Massachusetts Ave.

There will be no entry on to 9th past Massachusetts, please drop your students at the sidewalk - you must turn right at the intersection. (there will be no option to go straight)

If you enter 9th from the parking lot you must turn left on to Massachusetts. (there will be no option to go straight or right)

You will not be able to turn left onto Massachusetts from 8th St., please drive through to Turner and drop your students at the HUG & GO ZONE.
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